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Abstract: In recent years, big data became a hot analysis topic. The increasing quantity of big data additionally will
increase the possibility of breaching the privacy of individuals. Since big data need high procedure power and large
storage, distributed systems are used. As multiple parties are involved in these systems, the risk of privacy violation is
increased. There are varieties of privacy-preserving mechanisms developed for privacy protection at different stages
(e.g., data generation, data storage, and data processing) of an enormous data life cycle. The goal of this work is to
provide a comprehensive summary of the privacy preservation mechanisms in big data and present the challenges for
existing mechanisms. Specifically, during this work illustrate the infrastructure of big data and also the state-of-the-art
privacy-preserving mechanisms in every stage of the big data life cycle. Moreover, discuss the challenges and future
analysis directions related to privacy preservation in big data.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Due to recent technological development, the quantity of data generated by social networking sites, sensor networks,
Internet, health care applications, and lots of different companies, is drastically increasing day by day. All the large
quantity of information generated from totally different sources in multiple formats with very high speed is referred as
huge data. Big data has become a very active analysis space for last number of years.

Fig.1 Big data Processing
The data generation rate is growing thus speedily that it's becoming very difficult to handle it using traditional ways or
systems. Meanwhile, big information can be structured, semi-structured, or unstructured, that adds additional
challenges once performing data storage and process tasks. Therefore, to the present end, it needs new ways that to
store and analyse information in real time. Big data, if captured and analysed in a very timely manner, may be
converted into actionable insights which may be of serious value. It will help businesses and organizations to enhance
the internal decision making power and may produce new opportunities through information analysis. It may also help
to promote the research and economy by transforming traditional business models and scientific values. Big data may
be outlined in numerous ways that. For the scope of work use the definition given by International data Corporation
(IDC) the term big data is outlined as ``a new generation of technologies and architectures, designed to economically
extract value from very large volumes of a wide kind of data, by enabling high-velocity capture, discovery, and/or
analysis''. Based on this definition, the properties of big knowledge are rejected by 3 V's, which are, volume, rate and
variety, as shown in Fig. 1.1. Volume refers to the number of information generated. With the emergence of social
networking sites, in this figure seen a dramatic increase within the size of the data. The speed at that new information
are generated is usually characterized as velocity. A standard theme of big data is that the information are numerous,
i.e., it will contain text, audio, image, or video etc. This diversity of data is denoted by selection. Despite big data can
be effectively utilized for us to better understand the world and innovate in numerous aspects of human endeavors, the
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exploding quantity of data has increased potential privacy breach. For instance, Amazon and Google will learn our
shopping preferences and browsing habits. Social networking sites like Facebook store all the data about our personal
life and social relationships. Common video sharing websites like YouTube recommends US videos based on our
search history. With all the power driven by big data, gathering, storing and reusing our personal data for the aim of
gaining commercial product, have place a threat to our privacy and security.
Big information has become the new frontier of information management given the amount of data today’s
systems are generating and consuming. It’s driven the need for technological infrastructure and tools which will
capture, store, analyse and visualize huge amounts of disparate structured and unstructured data. This info are being
generated at increasing volumes from information intensive technologies yet as, but not limited to, the use of the
internet for activities like accesses to information, social networking, mobile computing and commerce. Corporations
and governments have begun to recognize that there are unexploited opportunities to enhance their enterprises which
will be discovered from this data. Analytics once applied among the context of big data is that the strategy of
examining large amounts of information, from a numerous vary of information sources and in various formats, to
deliver insights which will alter decisions in real or near real time. Big data analytical approaches are used to recognize
inherent patterns.
II. THEORY
A. Big Data Analytics
Big data has become the new frontier of data management given the number of information today’s systems are
generating and consuming. It’s driven the necessity for technological infrastructure and tools which will capture, store,
analyse and visualize large amounts of disparate structured and unstructured information. This information are being
generated at increasing volumes from information intensive technologies as well as, however not limited to, the
utilization of the net for activities like accesses to data, social networking, mobile computing and commerce.
Corporations and governments have begun to recognize that there are fallow opportunities to enhance their enterprises
which will be discovered from this information. Analytics once applied within the context of big data is that the method
of examining large amounts of data, from a various variety of knowledge sources and in several formats, to deliver
insights which will modify selections in real or close to real time. Massive information analytical approaches may be
used to recognize inherent patterns, correlations and anomalies which might be discovered as results of integrating
large amounts of information from different data sets. Analytics once applied within the context of big data is that the
method of examining large amounts of information, from a spread of information sources and in several formats, to
deliver insights which will modify decisions in real or close to real time. Various analytical ideas like data mining,
natural language process, AI and predictive analytics will be used to analyse, contextualize and visualize the info. Big
data analytical approaches will be used to recognize inherent patterns, correlations and anomalies which may be
discovered as results of integration large amounts of information from different data sets. Big data analytics needs the
utilization of recent frameworks, technologies and processes to manage it. Yet its arrival within the enterprise software
house has created some confusion as business leaders try and understand the variations between it and traditional
information warehousing (DW) and business intelligence (BI) tools.
There are vital distinctions and sufficient differentiating worth between BDA and DW/BI systems that build BDA
unique. Gartner defines information warehouse as “a storage design designed to hold data extracted from transaction
systems, operational information stores and external sources. The warehouse then combines that information in an
aggregate, summary kind appropriate for enterprise-wide information analysis and reporting for predefined business
desires.”
III. METHOD
Personal information when combined with external datasets may lead to the inference of new facts about the users.
Those facts may be secretive and not supposed to be revealed to others. Personal information is sometimes collected
and used to add value to business. For example, individual's shopping habits may reveal a lot of personal information.
The sensitive data are stored and processed in a location not secured properly and data leakage may occur during
storage and processing phases. In order to ensure big data privacy, several mechanisms have been developed in recent
years. These mechanisms can be grouped based on the stages of big data life cycle, i.e., data generation, storage, and
processing. In data generation phase, for the protection of privacy, access restriction and falsifying data techniques are
used. While access restriction techniques try to limit the access to individuals' private data, falsifying data techniques
alter the original data before they are released to a non-trusted party. The approaches to privacy protection in data
storage phase are mainly based on encryption techniques. Encryption based techniques can be further divided into
attribute based encryption (ABE), Identity based encryption (IBE), and storage path encryption. In addition, to protect
the sensitive information, hybrid clouds are used where sensitive data are stored in private cloud. The data processing
phase includes privacy preserving data publishing (PPDP) and knowledge extraction from the data. In PPDP,
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anonymization techniques such as generalization and suppression are used to protect the privacy of data. Ensuring the
utility of the data while preserving the privacy is a great challenge in PPDP.
A. Attribute Based Encryption
The Encryption techniques which ensure send to end big data privacy in cloud storage system. In ABE access polices
are defined by data owner and data are encrypted under those policies. The data can only be decrypted by the users
whose attributes satisfy the access policies defined by the data owner. When dealing with big data one may often need
to change data access policies as the data owner may have to share it with different organizations. The current attribute
based access control schemes do not consider policy updating. The policy updating is a very challenging task in
attribute based access control systems. The reason for that is once the data are outsourced to the cloud, the data owner
would not keep the local copy in the system. If the data owner wants to update the policy, he has to transfer the data
back to the local system, re-encrypt the data under new policy and store it back on the cloud server.
This process has got very high communication overhead and high computational cost. To solve the problem of policy
updating, recently proposed a secure and variable policy updating outsourcing method. In data owner does not need to
retrieve all the data and re-encrypt it. Instead the data owner can send the queries to cloud to update the policy, and the
cloud server can update the policy directly without decrypting the data.

Fig.2 Flow of activity diagram
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B. Data Processing through Map Reduce
Title Mapper Phase: Depending upon the Encrypted data has been send into the Mapper Phase as the input of the
process for matching the data matching scenario been used for that.
Reducer Phase: The input of the mapper was sent to the shuffle process for the filtering of the whole data to obtain the
result from the shuffle process. Then it been send to the sorting of the data are been deduplicated process. Finally the
deduplicated process is achieved in a less time of processing.
C. Data Deduplication
Data Duplication by removing the personal details to preserve the privacy of users. It indicates that it would not be
possible to identify an individual only from the anonymized data. However, due to the availability of huge volumes of
data and powerful data analytic tools, the existing duplication techniques are becoming increasingly ineffective.
In big data scenarios, duplication needs to be more than just masking or generalizing certain fields. One needs to
carefully analyse if the anonymized data are vulnerable to any attacks. For that, we need to study different attack
models and information loss metric for big data anonymization. Moreover, most of the existing anonymization
techniques are for static data, while much practical data is dynamic.
IV. RESULT
In this paper projected work implemented algorithms in simple java language using Beam-5.0 library also in Hadoop
using MapReduce, at first in a single-node surroundings. Within the Hadoop implementation, Map function takes the
image block offset as a key and also the image block (pixel values) as a value parameter.
Since Hadoop MapReduce cannot directly method image blocks, the entire product image data are converted into
sequence file to be processed using MapReduce. In such some way, one line of the sequence file contains one image
block. Map function performs parameters calculations on incoming block values and finally sends the block variety as a
key and list of parameters results as a worth to the reduce function. Reduce function uses parameter results for
performing decision-making on them.

Fig.3 terminal window

Fig.4 Dataset

Fig.5 giving command on terminal window
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Fig.7 Data Analytics

Fig.8 3D bar Graph of Privacy in big data

Fig.9 3D Pie Graph of Privacy in big data
V. CONCLUSION
The amount information is growing everyday and it's impossible to imagine future generation applications while not
producing and execution data driven algorithms. During this work conducted a comprehensive survey on the privacy
problems once handling big data. In this proposed work investigated privacy challenges in every section of big data life
cycle and mentioned some benefits and downsides of existing privacy preserving technologies within the context of big
data applications. Lots of works are done to preserve the privacy of users from information generation to processing;
however there still exist many open problems and challenges.
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